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know the inside of other people's minds, but we can ask about
it. The present runs, then,
I will. Will you? Will he? We will. Will they?
The past tense can here be done all through, both positively
and interrogatively. For though we cannot tell other people's
present will, we can often infer their past will from their actions.
So (I was asked, but) I would not, and Why would I do it? all
through. And similarly in the conditionals, / would not (if I
could), &c.
The spare forms supplied by the present will, then, are you
will) he will, they will] and these, with I shall, we shall, are ready,
when the simple future is required, to construct it out of.
We can now give
Rule i. The Pure System
When Sh. and W. retain the full original meanings of
command and wish, each of them is used in all three persons,
so far as it is required.
The following examples show most of what we inherit
directly from the pure system.
Thou shalt not steal. Not required in first person.
Shall I open the door? Not required in second.
You should not say such things. In all persons.
And shall Trelawny die ? Hardly required in second.
Whom should he meet but Jones ? (. . . was it his fate . . .) In all.
Why should you suspect me ? In all.
It should seem so. (It would apparently be incumbent on us to
believe.) Isolated idiom with third.
I will have my way* Not required in second and third; but see
below.
I (he) asked him (me) to do it, but he (I) would not. In all,
I would not have done it for the world. In all.
I would be told to wait a while (Habitual). In all.
Will you come with me ? Not required in first.
I would I were dead. Not required in second and third.
He will bite his nails, whatever I say.  In all.
He will often stand on his head. In all.
You will still be talking (i.e., you always are). Not required in first.
A coat will last two years with care.

